Bad Motivation With Good Results: The Merit Of Filling Statewide Executive Vacancies With Same-Party Appointments
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INTRODUCTION

In 2016, Pat McCrory, the Republican Governor of North Carolina, narrowly lost re-election.¹ In 2018, Democrats picked up gubernatorial seats in, among other states, Kansas, Michigan, and Wisconsin.² And, in 2019, Kentucky’s Republican Governor, Matt Bevin, also lost re-election.³ Of these races, three were quite close; a recanvass took place in Kentucky,⁴ a partial recount was conducted in North Carolina,⁵ and the official margin in Wisconsin just barely fell out of recount territory.⁶ In many of these
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4. Id. (“As it happened, Mr. Beshear’s margin of victory remained unchanged after the recanvass, according to the secretary of state: 5,136 votes out of more than 1.4 million cast.”).

5. Colin Campbell, Pat McCrory Concedes; Roy Cooper Next NC Governor, NEWS & OBSERVER (Raleigh, N.C.) (Dec. 6, 2016, 2:13 PM), https://www.newsobserver.com/news/politics-government/election/article118942758.html (“McCrory made the concession in a video message posted around noon Monday as a recount he requested in Durham County entered its final hours.”);


6. Caitlin O’Kane, Scott Walker Narrowly Loses Wisconsin Governor’s Race – and He Can’t Ask for a Recount Because of a Law He Put in Place, CBS NEWS (Nov. 7, 2018, 5:15 PM),
states, the defeated Republican candidates didn’t handle their defeats well. Many alleged, without evidence, that voter fraud decisively tipped the elections to their opponents.\(^7\) Others sought to delegitimize votes cast in cities and metropolitan areas.\(^8\)

In each of these states, once the reality that Democrats would occupy the governors’ mansions set in, the Republican-dominated legislatures got to work. They immediately began passing legislation seeking to strip the newly elected Democratic governors—along with other statewide Democrats—of their power. The specifics in each state were different, but the themes were the same: under the proposed reforms, the new governors would face new limits on their appointment power and their ability to unilaterally set state policy.\(^9\) Most of the lame-duck Republican governors in each state had no difficulty signing off on the legislation,\(^10\) though Michigan Governor Rick Snyder vetoed some of the proposals.\(^11\)

---


merits of these proposals notwithstanding, they operated as attempted—and in most cases, successful—power grabs by lame-duck legislators seeking to kneecap the new Democratic governors.

Some of these proposals carried over into the next legislative session. Two of these items, a resolution proposing an amendment to the Kansas Constitution and a proposed amendment to state statutes, sought to limit Democratic Governor Laura Kelly’s appointment power.\footnote{12} Under the current law, Governor Kelly is entitled to fill vacancies that arise in the state’s executive offices: Secretary of State, Attorney General, Treasurer, and Insurance Commissioner.\footnote{13} But under these two proposals, Kelly’s appointment power would be much more limited. If she were to fill a vacancy in a statewide office, Kelly would be required to make a same-party appointment.\footnote{14}

The rationale behind the proposals was relatively straightforward: at the time, Kelly and her lieutenant governor were the only statewide elected Democrats.\footnote{15} Kansas’s senior U.S. Senator, Pat Roberts, announced that he would not seek another term in 2020, and several statewide Republican officials—like Attorney General Derek Schmidt, Secretary of State Scott Schwab, and former State Treasurer Jake LaTurner—were publicly considering campaigns.\footnote{16} If any of them won, they would vacate their state offices, and Kelly would likely appoint a Democrat to replace them. The political motivation behind the proposals was widely understood\footnote{17} and condemned. Newspaper editorials came out in force against both measures, and the proposals ultimately died in committee.\footnote{18}

Notwithstanding their obviously cynical purpose, does the idea of a same-party requirement—as specifically applied in the context of statewide elected offices—make sense? A significant number of states, including Kansas, use same-party appointments to fill legislative
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vacancies.\textsuperscript{19} Kansas is one of a handful of states that also imposes a same-party requirement on gubernatorial appointments to fill vacancies in county elected offices, like sheriff and coroner.\textsuperscript{20} And perhaps the most familiar (and controversial), same-party requirement occurs in filling U.S. Senate vacancies in a handful of states.\textsuperscript{21} The idea of requiring same-party appointments existed, and has been embraced, long before Republican legislators in Kansas suggested it for statewide offices.\textsuperscript{22}

This Article explores the Kansas proposal in detail and ultimately concludes that, while its partisan intent is awry, it should ultimately be adopted—with a significant modification. It proceeds in three main parts. First, Part I conducts a fifty-state (and seven-territory) survey of state constitutional and statutory law to lay out the legal landscape of how vacancies in statewide offices are filled. Part II then zooms in on the states that currently impose same-party requirements in filling statewide offices and considers how and why these provisions were adopted, along with how they function in practice. Finally, Part III argues that same-party appointment requirements should exist for statewide offices and that the Kansas proposals ought to be adopted. However, it tempers that recommendation by noting that the circumstances in which the proposals were developed caution against their implementation as is. It ultimately recommends that the proposals be implemented with a delayed effective date to ensure that state policymakers and voters are ignorant to the partisan effects of the changes.

I. HOW ARE VACANCIES IN STATEWIDE OFFICES FILLED?

In most states, governors are endowed with broad and far-reaching appointment powers—including to fill statewide vacancies. However, in a significant number of states, things aren’t so simple. Some states, for example, put constraints on the governor’s power to appoint, either by mandating the appointment of a specific person or by establishing threshold requirements for any gubernatorial appointee. Others give the legislature a role in the appointment process, usually in the form of
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\textsuperscript{22} See Tyler Yeargain, The Legal History of State Legislative Vacancies and Temporary Appointments, 28 J.L. & POL’Y 564, 593 (2020).
confirmation, but in some cases, by empowering the legislature, not the governor, to fill the vacancy. A handful of states empower no one with appointment and instead lay out a method of automatic succession. And in many of these states, notwithstanding whatever appointment is made, a special election may be triggered at the next general election to fill the remainder of the term.

This Part breaks down the state-by-state (and territory-by-territory) legal landscape by asking three interrelated questions, each of which is answered in a separate section. Section A sets the scene by asking, “Which statewide officials?” Specifically, it gives a brief overview of the different systems of state government and considers which states have the sort of statewide elected officials implicated by this Article. Next, Section B focuses on answering the practical question: “Who makes the appointment?” It outlines which state (and occasionally non-state) actors are empowered to fill vacancies. Section C then asks, “What constraints are placed on the appointment?,” either by narrowing the universe of eligible appointees or limiting how long the appointee serves.

A. Which Statewide Elected Officials?

This Part begins by defining the scope of “statewide elected officials.” Of course, every state has statewide elected officials—every state elects a governor and at least one member of Congress who represents the entire state. Most states elect statewide officers beyond just their governor and representative in Congress, but Alaska, Hawai‘i, Maine, New Hampshire, New Jersey, Puerto Rico, American Samoa, Tennessee, and the U.S. Virgin Islands don’t. In those states, to the extent that their constitution or statutes provide for offices that are elected by the voters in other states—like secretary of state, treasurer, or attorney general—they’re either appointed directly by the governor or elected by the legislature, not the voters directly.

At the beginning of the twentieth century, a long-term trend toward democratization in state constitutional law meant that voters in each state elected a lot of statewide officials. But in large part due to the success of the short-ballot movement, a subset of the Progressive movement, the
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23. This Article includes the five territories and the District of Columbia in this discussion. For the sake of convenience—and to avoid the clunky phrase “states, territories, and the District of Columbia”—the word “state” is used to encompass all fifty-six subdivisions of the United States.
number of statewide elected officials has been considerably reduced.  

Today, most states elect a handful of officials beyond the governor who serve in the state executive branch. In most states, this includes a lieutenant governor, treasurer, secretary of state, attorney general, and perhaps an agriculture commissioner, auditor or comptroller, insurance commissioner, or superintendent of public instruction. Some states continue to select unusual offices by statewide election—like the State Mine Inspector in Arizona. And in some states, state boards, like boards of equalization, corporation commissions, executive councils, or public service commissions, are publicly elected, with members either running statewide or in individual districts.

This Article sticks to the prototypical statewide elected officials—which, in many states, form an executive cabinet with collective constitutional powers—and excludes from the conversation members of Congress, lieutenant governors, and members of multi-member boards or commissions. These exclusions are both purposeful and practical. First, to the extent that members of Congress, either in the House or Senate, are statewide elected officials, their replacement procedures are largely governed by the U.S. Constitution, not state constitutions or statutes.

Second, lieutenant-gubernatorial vacancies are unusual among vacancies in statewide elected offices for several reasons. In most states, governors and lieutenant governors are elected together, which makes the position structurally different than other state officials. More to the point, however, owing to an archaic view of gubernatorial succession—which held that, upon ascending to the governorship, lieutenant governors were merely de facto, not de jure, governors—many states have no procedure for filling lieutenant-gubernatorial vacancies. In the states that do, the procedure largely follows in the steps of the Twenty-Fifth Amendment, requiring gubernatorial nomination and legislative confirmation by both chambers of the state legislature, which is a process quite different than is used to fill other statewide vacancies.

And third, state boards and commissions lack uniformity among the states. Most states have no boards or commissions elected statewide.

26. See id.
27. ARIZ. CONST. art. XIX.
30. Id.
Those that do frequently have different procedures for filling vacancies in their boards or commissions than they do for other, more prototypical, statewide vacancies. Accordingly, including boards and commissions in this discussion would require footnotes, asterisks, and sidebars to explain how they fit. These are certainly interesting questions, and worthy of discussion, but their inclusion in this context would prove too distracting and irrelevant to the subject at hand.

Accordingly, when discussing “statewide elected officials,” this Article excludes the nine aforementioned states without any statewide elected officials other than their governors and members of Congress; lieutenant governors; and statewide elected boards and commissions. It focuses instead on officials like attorneys general, secretaries of state, treasurers, and so on.

B. Who Makes the Appointment?

The most common state actor vested with appointment power is the governor, who can fill vacancies in statewide offices in 38 states. And
in Guam, the governor can fill a vacancy in the state attorney general’s office by appointment, but to fill a vacancy in the state auditor’s office, senate confirmation is required.\(^{33}\) Connecticut, like Guam, applies a different procedure depending on the vacant office in question. But there, the split is much more dramatic; the governor can appoint replacement attorneys general, but not secretaries of state, comptrollers, or treasurers.\(^{34}\) In Maryland, West Virginia, and Wyoming, the party with which the previous incumbent was affiliated\(^{35}\) nominates a slate of candidates to the governor, who then selects one, thereby ensuring same-party replacement.\(^{36}\)

In most states, the vacancy-filling procedure for statewide offices is spelled out in the state constitution or statutes. In a handful of states, there’s no explicit procedure. Instead, the governor’s power to fill statewide vacancies is derived from their inherent power to fill vacancies.\(^{37}\) This inherent power is usually limited to filling vacancies in offices where state law doesn’t set out an explicit replacement procedure—so if the state legislatures wanted to, they could modify state law to grant themselves, or another actor altogether, the power to fill vacancies in statewide offices.

The only other state actor given the power to fill vacancies in statewide offices is the state legislature. This procedure is used in Connecticut, Massachusetts, New York, Rhode Island, South Carolina, and Virginia,\(^{38}\) all of which were among the original thirteen colonies. Colonial skepticism of powerful state executives led to early state constitutions that provided for extremely powerful legislatures and significantly weaker


\(^{34}\) CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 9-213 (West, Westlaw through 2021 Reg. Sess.). However, if the General Assembly is not in session, the Governor can fill vacancies in the Comptroller’s, Secretary of State’s, and Treasurer’s offices. See id. at § 9-213(c).

\(^{35}\) In the event that the previous incumbent was elected as a member of one party and switched to another while in office, state courts are split on which party nominates the slate of replacements. See generally Tyler Yeurgian, Same-Party Legislative Appointments and the Problem of Party Switching, 8 TEX. A&M L. REV. 163 (2020).

\(^{36}\) MD. CONST. art. VI, § 1; W. VA. CODE ANN. § 3-10-3(a) (West, Westlaw through 2021 Reg. Sess.); WYO. STAT. ANN. § 22-18-111(a)(i) (West, Westlaw through Ch. 1–3 of the 2020 Spec. Sess. of the Wyo. Leg.).

\(^{37}\) E.g., ARIZ. CONST. art. V, § 8; KY. CONST. § 76; MO. CONST. art. IV, § 4; MO. REV. STAT. ANN. § 105.030 (West, Westlaw through 2nd Reg. Sess. and 1st and 2d Extraordinary Sess. of the 100th Gen. Assemb.); OKLA. CONST. art. VI, § 13; TEX. CONST. art. IV, § 12(a). This is not meant to be an exclusive list of states in which the governor’s power to fill vacancies in statewide offices is derived from their inherent power to appoint.

governors, which explains the origins of these provisions. In most of these states, each chamber votes separately, with the vote totals aggregated and a winner declared, but in Rhode Island, the chambers convene “in grand committee.” In each of these states, if the vacancy occurs during a legislative recess, the governor is granted the provisional power to fill the vacancy until the legislature convenes next.

Finally, the third method of filling vacancies in statewide offices is automatic succession, which is only used in Louisiana and the District of Columbia. Upon assuming office, statewide officers in Louisiana “shall appoint a first assistant,” who is then confirmed by the State Senate. In the District of Columbia, the only citywide official other than the Mayor and members of the City Council is the Attorney General, who has the discretionary power to name their chief deputy. In the event of a vacancy in either state, the officer is automatically succeeded by their deputy or first assistant, with no intervening act by the state executive or legislature.

C. What Constraints Are on the Appointment?

For the most part, few constraints or limitations are placed on the appointing party’s power to fill a statewide vacancy. Any appointment obviously must comply with the general eligibility requirements for the office, which usually just relate to age and length of residency in the state, though most states impose practice requirements on attorneys general.


40. R.I. Const. art. IV, § 4.
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44. L.A. Const. art. IV, § 16; D.C. Code § 1-204.35(b) (West, Westlaw through Mar. 16, 2021).

45. E.g., Ala. Const. art. V, § 132 (“No person shall be eligible to the office of attorney-general, state auditor, secretary of state, state treasurer, superintendent of education, or commissioner of agriculture and industries unless he shall have been a citizen of the United States at least seven years, and shall have resided in this state at least five years next preceding his election, and shall be at least twenty-five years old when elected.”).

46. E.g., Kristin Sullivan, Office Leg. Rsch., 2010-R-0253, States’ Qualifications for Attorney General (Conn. 2010).
Outside of these technical qualifications, few states add on more requirements. Only Indiana, Maryland, Oregon, Utah, West Virginia, and Wyoming impose a same-party requirement, for example. In the Northern Mariana Islands, the governor is constitutionally obligated to pick the runner-up from the most recent election—but if the runner-up refuses the role or is otherwise ineligible for it, the governor can appoint anyone. Guam appears to be the only state that contemplates a period of time with a continuing vacancy in its state offices, because its governor’s power to fill attorney general and auditor vacancies is only triggered if the vacancy occurs within six months of the next election.

The most significant limitation that exists on an appointment serves not to determine who can be selected, but how long the appointee can serve. Though some states allow the appointee to serve for the remainder of the term, many others limit the appointee’s service until the next general election—and require that a special election be held to permanently fill the vacancy at that time.

II. SAME-PARTY REQUIREMENTS: ADOPTION, USAGE, AND (LACK OF) CONTROVERSY

Only six states impose a same-party requirement for filling vacancies in statewide offices. Three of these states’ requirements have been adopted in the last ten years, while the other three occurred in the mid-to-late twentieth century. This Part reviews the adoption and implementation of these same-party requirements in each of the six states that have done so. Section A begins by briefly discussing the adoption of same-party appointment requirements in each state, both generally and as applied to vacancies in statewide offices. It then discusses the circumstances in which each requirement was adopted, exploring both the explicit and implicit motivations. Then, Section B reviews the usage of same-party requirements in each state, including the frequency of usage and any controversies that have arisen.


49. 48 U.S.C. § 1421g(d).

50. The special election requirement only comes into play if the vacancy exists in advance of the election, but each state sets the time limit differently. The operation of the time limit is mechanical, differs by state, and is wholly uninteresting, and this Article discusses it no further. For a comprehensive report on how state legislature vacancies are filled and how long the temporary legislator serves, see Yeargain, supra note 22, at 588–98.
A. The Adoption

This Section comprehensively reviews the adoption of each state’s same-party appointment requirement for filling statewide vacancies. It begins by providing relevant background information—namely, the adoption of same-party requirements in filling state legislative vacancies. Then, it briefly discusses the adoption of these requirements for vacancies in statewide offices, focusing on the motivation behind each requirement. Finally, synthesizing the previous two points, it addresses a nagging question in the adoption of these requirements: Given that same-party requirements were adopted for state legislative vacancies so much earlier in the twentieth century, why did it take so long for most of these states to adopt similar requirements for statewide offices—and why haven’t more states adopted these requirements?

Around the time that the Seventeenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution was ratified, which provided for the direct election of Senators, states began altering the method of how they filled state legislative vacancies.51 Though these vacancies had historically been filled with special elections, states began to fill them with temporary appointments instead, which usually lasted only until the next election.52 These changes were frequently brought with broad constitutional amendments, which allowed the legislature to dictate how its vacancies were filled, and then later allowed for enabling acts, specifically providing for temporary appointments.53 Though some states originally adopted appointment systems without any same-party requirement, most added this requirement shortly afterwards.54

Relevant to this discussion, each of the six states mentioned above, adopted same-party appointment requirements for filling state legislative vacancies. In Indiana, state voters approved a constitutional amendment granting the legislature the power to determine how to fill state legislative vacancies in 1972.55 In 1973, the state legislature responded by requiring that legislative vacancies be filled by the local party committee with which the previous incumbent was affiliated.56 In Maryland, voters approved a constitutional amendment in 1936 that required the political party of the previous incumbent to nominate a slate of candidates to the governor, who

51. Id.
52. See id.
53. Id. at 623–30.
54. See id. at 588–601.
would, in turn, select one to fill the vacancy.\footnote{57} The process in Oregon was somewhat disjointed. Voters approved a constitutional amendment in 1930 that gave the legislature the power to determine how to fill vacancies, but the legislature didn’t do so, prompting the state attorney general to issue an advisory opinion clarifying that, under existing state law, a special election would be held.\footnote{58} The legislature finally adopted a different procedure in 1935,\footnote{59} when it allowed county commissions to make temporary appointments—but the same-party requirement was added later in 1953.\footnote{60}

In Utah, the same year that the Oregon amendment was approved, voters approved a nearly identical amendment;\footnote{61} in 1933, the legislature passed enabling legislation that allowed the governor to fill legislative vacancies following candidate nominations by the previous incumbent’s party.\footnote{62} West Virginia adopted a similar procedure, though without a constitutional amendment, in 1925.\footnote{63} Originally, West Virginia’s procedure only applied to legislative vacancies caused by death,\footnote{64} but in 1963, it was expanded to include all such vacancies.\footnote{65} Finally, in Wyoming, voters in 1948 approved a constitutional amendment similar to those adopted in Oregon and Utah.\footnote{66} The legislature ultimately adopted a procedure like Oregon’s, with county commissions filling the vacancies, but unlike Oregon’s original codification, Wyoming simultaneously imposed a same-party requirement.\footnote{67}

In every state but Oregon, decades elapsed between the adoption of same-party appointments for legislative vacancies and the adoption of the same procedure for vacancies in statewide offices. Oregon implemented both simultaneously in 1953.\footnote{68} The legislation was apparently motivated by a desire to modify the procedure for filling legislative vacancies after a county commission appointed a Democrat to fill a state house seat last held

\footnotesize{\begin{quote}
61. S.J. Res. 6, 18th Leg., 1st Spec. Sess. (Utah 1930).
64. Id.
66. Yeargain, supra note 22, at 593–95.
68. Act of Apr. 27, 1953, ch. 473, § 1, 1953 Or. Laws 47th Reg. Sess. 828 (1953); see also Partisan Basis for Vacancies Sought in Bill, BEND BULL., Jan. 29, 1953, at 3 ("... when a vacancy occurs in an elective office of Oregon which is filled on a partisan basis, the successor appointed must be of the same party, whether he is county dog catcher or United States senator.").
\end{quote}}
by a Republican. But though that was the legislation’s impetus, the specific remedy went far beyond legislative vacancies. The legislature enacted a broad same-party requirement for filling “a vacancy occurring in any partisan elective office in this state [that] is to be filled by appointment[.]”

The next state to add a same-party requirement to appointments made to fill vacancies in statewide offices was Utah. In 1979, state legislators drafted a wholesale rewrite of the state constitution’s executive article, which added an elected lieutenant governor, removed term limits for the state treasurer and auditor, and imposed a same-party requirement in statewide appointments. At the 1980 election, the amendment proved largely uncontroversial, with opposition “aimed chiefly at the lieutenant governor provisions.” Republican legislators in Wyoming tried several times to impose a same-party appointment requirement before they succeeded in 1993. In 1985, Republican state legislators first introduced the proposal—perhaps out of concern that Democratic Governor Edgar Herschler would, in the event of a vacancy, be able to flip one of the state’s U.S. Senate seats or state executive offices. However, Herschler vetoed the measure, arguing in his veto message that the legislation would disrupt the line of succession. Because the statute ostensibly set out the appointment procedure for “any . . . elective office in the state, except representative in congress or the board of trustees of a school or community college district,” it plausibly affected gubernatorial vacancies, as well. Republicans tried again in 1987, but their bill had the same perceived defects as the 1985 proposal, and Democratic Governor Mike Sullivan vetoed it for the same reason.

The proposal was amended in 1989 to reflect Herschler’s and
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69. *Partisan Basis, supra* note 68, at 3.
72. *Pros and Cons of Executive Article Revision,* SALT LAKE TRIB., Oct. 5, 1980, at 1B.
75. S. File 26, 48th Leg. (Wyo. 1985).
76. See Barron, *supra* note 74, at A4.
Sullivan’s opposition, and once again passed the legislature. This time, the connection between the partisan motivation and the proposed change were much clearer: Republicans were specifically advocating for the changes because they were concerned that, had either of their U.S. Senators left office, they would be replaced by Democrats. Sullivan vetoed the proposal again. In 1993, when Republicans had veto-proof majorities in both chambers of the legislature, they tried again, and successfully overrode Sullivan’s veto.

No state adopted a similar requirement until Indiana in 2011. That year, Republican Secretary of State Charlie White was indicted on seven felony counts, including a count of voter fraud. The state Democratic Party subsequently filed a lawsuit challenging White’s eligibility to run for Secretary of State in the 2010 election. Had White been found ineligible, and his 2010 election nullified as a result, then the 2010 Democratic nominee, Vop Osili, would’ve automatically been named as the replacement Secretary of State. However, if White was entitled to his position on the ballot, but was convicted on any of the felony charges, he would’ve been automatically removed from office and Governor Mitch Daniels, a fellow Republican, would be entitled to replace him. While the lawsuit was ongoing, Republicans in the state legislature pushed for a statutory modification that would’ve allow the governor to fill all vacancies in statewide offices—and to impose same-party requirements in making those appointments—though White’s situation was excluded from the final version of the legislation.

80. Matt Winters, GOP Solons Want Change in Way U.S. Senate Vacancies Filled, CASPER STAR-TRIB., Dec. 8, 1988, at A3. Apparently, Senator Malcolm Wallop was considered a potential candidate for Secretary of the Interior during the Reagan administration and Senator Alan Simpson was a potential running mate for George Bush in the 1988 presidential election. Id.
86. Id.; Mary Beth Schneider, Bill to Let Daniels Replace White Hits Snag, INDIANAPOLIS STAR, Apr. 28, 2011, at B5.
87. Id.; see also Act of May 13, 2011, Pub. L. No. 225, § 84(e), 2011 Ind. Laws 3211, 3280.
In 2016, the Maryland legislature approved two-in-one legislation that both statutorily imposed same-party requirements for filling U.S. Senate vacancies and proposed a constitutional amendment requiring that vacancies in statewide elective offices—namely, attorney general and comptroller—be filled similarly. Legislative Republicans opposed the measure out of concern that it would unfairly limit Republican Governor Larry Hogan’s appointment power, but the sponsor of the legislation penned an editorial arguing that the amendment “would obviously limit the appointment powers of every Democratic Governor to come.” Ultimately, the measure was largely uncontroversial and passed in a landslide.

Finally, in 2018, the West Virginia Legislature passed legislation revising the state’s vacancy-filling procedure. The change was largely motivated by ambiguity over the implementation of the same-party requirement in 2016 when a state legislator switched parties while in office, but in the scope of the rewrite, the legislature extended the same-party requirement to all statewide offices. Democratic-turned-Republican Governor Jim Justice allowed the statutory modification to come into effect without his signature in 2018 after vetoing the same legislation in 2017—when he was a Democrat.

While this aggregated legislative history certainly demonstrates the extent to which cynical party politics motivated these constitutional and statutory modifications, a basic question is left unanswered: With the exception of Oregon, why have all of these changes occurred decades after each state implemented same-party requirements for filling legislative vacancies?

Little in the legislative record squarely answers this question. However, there are two likely explanations. First, one of the chief motivating factors behind the adoption of legislative appointments was...
avoiding special elections. As understood by politicians at the time, special elections were costly, and if a vacancy occurred at an unlucky time, requiring that the vacancy be filled by a special election could result in a district left unrepresented for an entire legislative session. The primary concern—which is emphasized in the delay with which many states added the “same-party” element to legislative appointments—was more rooted in avoiding non-representation, not in avoiding mis-representation. These concerns are entirely foreign to statewide offices, which were generally already filled by some form of appointment.

But another compelling reason for the asymmetry is likely derived from the fact that statewide offices—like attorney general or treasurer—necessarily contemplate some sort of specific skill or expertise in expertly executing the position’s responsibilities. Though state attorneys general are usually the only statewide official to have any sort of formal qualifications, like admission to the state bar and a designated number of years practicing law, most other officials have unofficial job requirements. State treasurers or auditors may not be required to be certified public accountants, but most qualified candidates have some sort of business or financial background. State legislators, on the other hand, come from a variety of backgrounds—though almost always business or law—and are generalists, with individual areas of expertise culled out through committee assignments. Accordingly, state parties may not have been seen as having the type of skill to select qualified candidates for the job.

Moreover, even if a party loses one of its statewide officers because of an untimely vacancy, they suffer relatively little cost. Though most statewide officers obviously have very real policymaking authority, they’re necessarily constrained by both the legislature and their co-executives. If, on the other hand, a state legislative seat fell to the opposing party by virtue of an untimely vacancy, control of the state legislature could be altered, which could result in a dramatic reshaping of the state’s balance of power and the implementation of far-reaching policies.

95. Yeargain, supra note 22, at 618–19.
96. Id. at 619–22.
97. See id. at 622–23.
98. SULLIVAN, supra note 46.
99. See NAT’L ASS’N OF STATE TREASURERS, State Treasurers: Managing the Public’s Purse & Promoting Fiscal Responsibility, in THE BOOK OF THE STATES 2013, 217–18 (2013) (“While the task of investing state funds may seem fairly straightforward, the process is actually quite complex and requires specialized knowledge and skill.”).
B. Experiences with Same-Party Appointments

The relatively recent adoption of same-party appointment requirements—expect in Oregon, where the requirements have been in place since 1953—mean that they have affected the appointment process for relatively few vacancies. Based on the available historical record, at least eighteen vacancies in statewide offices have been filled by same-party appointment.\(^{101}\) The process for filling these vacancies produced appointees who were generally well-regarded and uncontroversial, though there were a handful of exceptions. This Section reviews these seventeen appointments, both by outlining the frequency of the vacancies and common characteristics of the appointees.

Oregon has, by far, seen the most vacancies in statewide office filled by same-party appointment. So far, thirteen of the eighteen vacancies have occurred here, including six Secretary of State vacancies, three Attorney

---

General vacancies, and four Treasurer vacancies. The amount of statewide vacancies in Oregon isn’t terribly surprising, given that the state adopted the requirement in 1953, well before any other state. But there’s another reason why Oregon has had so many vacancies: so many of its secretaries of state have become governor. This has occurred both because the state has no lieutenant governor, instead naming its secretary of state as the built-in gubernatorial successor, and because governors and secretaries of state are elected in different years—meaning that if a secretary of state is elected governor at a regularly scheduled election, a vacancy will necessarily follow.

Outside of Oregon, only five vacancies in statewide offices have occurred following the adoption of same-party appointment requirements: Indiana Secretary of State (2012), Wyoming State Treasurer (2012), Utah Attorney General (2013), Utah State Treasurer (2015), and Wyoming Secretary of State (2018). No such vacancies have occurred in Maryland or West Virginia following the adoption of their same-party requirements in 2016 and 2018, respectively.

Of these eighteen appointments, most of them didn’t involve a cross-party appointment—that is to say, the governor and the previous incumbent were of the same party. However, in four cases, because of differences in party affiliation, the governor was required to appoint a member of the other party. All of these cases occurred in Oregon, which simply requires the governor to make a same-party appointment without any involvement from the state party. Three out of four times, the governor chose a caretaker who pledged to not seek re-election—two of whom were retired state politicians, and one of whom was a deputy in the office. Only Democratic Governor Neil Goldschmidt deviated from this practice when he appointed Republican State Representative Tony Meeker as State Treasurer. As one newspaper editorial put it, though

---
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“Goldschmidt had no choice but to appoint a Republican, . . . he didn’t have to do such a good job of it,” lauding Meeker as a “successful businessman and a successful state legislator” who “will do a good job.”

The remaining choices were largely made without significant controversy. Many governors showed a preference for candidates who had sought the office before or who had experience working in the office. In two cases, governors chose candidates who were actively running for the office. In 2012, Oregon Attorney General John Kroger, who wasn’t seeking re-election, decided to leave office early. Governor John Kitzhaber appointed Ellen Rosenblum, the Democratic nominee for attorney general, to serve out the remainder of Kroger’s term. The reverse happened in 1984, when Clay Myers opted against seeking another term as state treasurer and resigned early—but here, Governor Vic Atiyeh appointed Bill Rutherford, a candidate for treasurer, to the office before the Republican primary. Many governors embraced the idea of appointing a caretaker, especially one with relevant experience or a retired state politician to the office, with a pledge on the appointee’s part to not seek re-election.

Most of the appointees were considered to be solid, experienced choices—even if their experience wasn’t directly in the same area of policy as the position to which they were appointed. Only in 1991, when newly elected Oregon Governor Barbara Roberts selected freshman State Representative Phil Keisling as her replacement as Secretary of State, did any appointee generate any meaningful opposition. Keisling’s selection attracted some criticism for his lack of experience, but the main critic
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noted that "[t]he last two appointees to the office didn’t have much [experience,]" either.114

Most of these selection processes took place behind closed doors, with each governor employing their own methodology in generating a short list of potential appointees and selecting one. While that was certainly the case in Indiana and Oregon, the processes used in Utah and Wyoming (which were the only ones to formally include the political parties in the appointment process) took place in the open. While the involvement of a political party in the appointment process might be assumed to result in a shadowy process dominated by insiders, the opposite appears to be true. After the vacancies occurred, the state parties opened applications to all who were interested.115 Once the application period closed, the party scheduled conventions, where they held public forums and allowed the applicants to make a case for their nomination and to answer questions.116

In 2013, when filling a vacancy in the state Attorney General’s office, the Utah Republican Party even scheduled a debate among the applicants.117 The party committee then selected three nominees, which they advanced to the governor, who subsequently interviewed the candidates and then announced his choice.118

114. See, e.g., Ron Blankenbaker, Opinion, Roberts Picks Inexperienced Successor, STATESMAN J. (Salem, Or.), Dec. 25, 1990, at 14A.


III. ADOPT SAME-PARTY REQUIREMENTS WITH MODIFICATIONS

As the foregoing history demonstrates, the constitutional and statutory provisions requiring same-party appointments today were primarily grounded in partisan motivations. In some cases, these modifications occurred following, or in anticipation of, specific vacancies and reflected a desire to either right the perceived “wrong” or to prevent an undesirable situation from coming to pass. In others, even where that motivation wasn’t apparent, lurking in the background is the cynical desire by the party in control of the state legislature to affect how a vacancy would be filled by changing the rules.

But the mere fact that partisan motivations drove the changes didn’t render them meritless. In 2011, as Republicans were hurriedly moving to amend Indiana’s statutes so that their doomed Secretary of State, Charlie White, could be replaced by another Republican, an editorial by the Lafayette Journal and Courier noted that “[t]he timing of the bill reeks of the majority party—Republicans—shoring up its power base by blocking Democrats from the office.” But though the bill was “politics at its worst[,] . . . it isn’t necessarily bad policy.” The editorial board noted that the then-operative provisions of state law, which would automatically allow the runner-up to assume the office, removes any way to screen for qualifications or experience and could allow an unqualified candidate to serve in an important state office. The better path, the board reasoned, was “to have the governor appoint a replacement, then hold a statewide election to fill the vacancy at the earliest opportunity.”

The use of same-party appointment requirements in filling statewide office vacancies has proved efficient and effective. Few of the nominees have been controversial. And perhaps most reassuringly, most governors haven’t used their power manipulatively. In cases in which the governor is filling a vacancy with a member of the opposite party, they’ve selected experienced appointees—though perhaps not the other party’s rising stars. And even when choosing candidates of their own party, governors have usually stayed out of partisan squabbles and haven’t been
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afraid to occasionally select a caretaker appointee, as opposed to elevating one of their party’s top-tier candidates for the role.\textsuperscript{126}

The argument in favor of adopting same-party requirements to fill vacancies in statewide offices is fairly straightforward. In casting their ballots for any statewide office, voters chose the nominee of a political party (or an independent, unlikely as that may be) to hold the office and execute its powers. Whatever the specific policy portfolio of the office is, voters entrusted one candidate to make that policy. Following a vacancy, that decision should be respected. It may well be the case that the citizens of a state elected a candidate not because of their party, but because of the nonpartisan, ideologically neutral way that they would administer the office or because of their objective credentials. In relatively specialized positions, such an expectation might certainly be grounded in reality.\textsuperscript{127}

But in the event of a vacancy, the person elected by the voters—either on the basis of their party or their skills—can no longer hold the office. Another officeholder needs to be selected. It certainly makes sense that a special election to fill the remainder of the term should be held at the next statewide election, but how should the vacancy be filled in the interim? The practical consequences of leaving the office vacant dictate that someone should hold the role, if even in an acting capacity. The method used by Louisiana and the District of Columbia, in which the office’s deputy assumes the role until a special election can be held,\textsuperscript{128} is certainly commendable. But most states opt for alternative approaches, tasking either their governor or legislature with the responsibility of making an appointment.

Most states don’t impose same-party requirements on these sorts of appointments. In most states, so long as the appointee is otherwise qualified for the job—that is, they’ve been a resident of the state for the requisite amount of time and are of constitutional age—the governor can make an appointment of their choice. If that happens to flip an office from red to blue, so be it; if the appointment runs counter to the will of the electorate, it can be remedied at the next election.

But it’s bizarre to suggest that the occurrence of an untimely, unexpected vacancy should undermine the electorate’s intent based on the random nature of the incumbent governor’s party. The ideology of an officeholder—however nonpartisan the core aspects of the job are—shouldn’t be treated as immaterial in the process through which they’re

\textsuperscript{126} See supra notes 107–108, 112 and accompanying text.
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replaced. In voting for a candidate in a partisan election, voters are voting for both the candidate, on an individual level, and for the party that nominated them. If the corporeal person for whom they voted is unavailable, either because they’ve died, resigned, been removed from office, or were elected to another office, they should at least be guaranteed someone of the same party as a replacement.129

Admittedly, the puzzle piece produced by the same-party appointment process might be slightly incongruous with the hole caused by the vacancy. But it’s not rational to think that the average same-party appointee would be more incongruous than the average nominee selected by the governor with total discretion—indeed, it’s rational to conclude that the former would be a better fit than the latter. A replacement officeholder of the same party as the previous incumbent seems likelier than a replacement officeholder of the opposite party to keep the office’s political appointees in place and the day-to-day operations running smoothly.

So should Kansas—and other states—adopt same-party requirements for vacancies in statewide offices? In a word, yes. These changes would ensure that all executive officers are serving with some modicum of democratic legitimacy. Voters would be able to have their decision to split their tickets respected. It also imposes a meaningful check on governors and prevents state officials from wielding power that they weren’t elected to.

But if the concern motivating these changes is democratic legitimacy, the process by which they should be adopted must reflect democratic legitimacy, too. If the intent is for Republican legislatures to deprive Democratic governors of their powers simply because they’re Democrats, then these changes are illegitimate and shouldn’t be enacted in their present form. Though it is undoubtedly the case that an idea’s merits, not its disproportionate effects on one political party, should ultimately determine whether it should be adopted, that doesn’t mean that the disproportionate effects shouldn’t be considered.

The sort of change contemplated by Kansas Republicans, however, isn’t the sort of thing that would disproportionately affect all Democrats—or benefit all Republicans—all of the time. Instead, because it’s a neutral change, its partisan effects would be felt more acutely at different times. It isn’t unreasonable to expect that Kansas might elect a Republican as governor and, say, a Democrat as attorney general. Long-term voting trends are suggestive that, as suburban America becomes more reliably Democratic, as southwest Kansas’s Hispanic population continues to grow, and as the divide grows wider between moderate and conservative
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Republicans in the state, the state might become even more favorable to Democratic candidates.\textsuperscript{130}

But here, the present intent is to deprive Governor Kelly of her inherent appointment power.\textsuperscript{131} The partisan effects of this change, felt in the short-term, would fall disproportionately on Democrats. For example, former State Treasurer Jake LaTurner, a Republican, was elected to Congress in 2020, creating a vacancy in his office.\textsuperscript{132} Governor Kelly appointed Lieutenant Governor Lynn Rogers, a Democrat, as LaTurner’s replacement.\textsuperscript{133} But had the proposed constitutional amendment and statutory change been enacted, she would’ve been required to choose a Republican candidate. For the aforementioned reasons, that’s a fair enough requirement—but one that would’ve been adopted to guarantee that particular political outcome.

To that end, because there is so much to recommend in the proposal and because the idea is objectively respectful of democratic legitimacy and voter intent—even if the subjective intent isn’t—it should be adopted with a delayed effective date. If it were to come into play ten years from now, beyond the period of time when Governor Kelly could be in office, it could be considered by legislators and voters with a Rawlsian veil of ignorance. The partisan effects at that point would be anyone’s guess; accordingly, it could be evaluated by the voters on its merits, not on how it might affect the short-term political balance.\textsuperscript{134}
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CONCLUSION

Same-party requirements have been imposed in the context of legislative vacancies for largely high-minded reasons: efficiency, ensuring representation, and avoiding the cost and unrepresentative nature of special elections. Yet the exact same requirements, imposed in the context of vacancies in statewide elected offices, have been imposed with a significantly more cynical motive: changing the rules to maximize the current partisan advantage.

This does not mean, however, that the cynical motivation behind the requirements ought to justify their rejection—in Kansas or any other state. Instead, same-party appointments should be embraced in states without them, even Kansas, and even if the requirement they impose is meant to limit the current governor’s power to make appointments. The arguments in favor of their adoption are strong enough, and the stakes high enough, that they ought to be adopted. However, as this Article ultimately concludes, the underlying merit doesn’t justify willful naïveté as to their cynical motivation. Rather, this cynical motivation should be neutralized outright, with a delayed effective date such that the partisan effects of the newly imposed requirements cannot be anticipated now.